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OVERVIEW

Many IT operations departments are barely treading water. 

Whether it’s a constant waterfall of tickets that threaten to overwhelm 

their incident management processes or a steady stream of concern 

from IT consumers wondering why IT problems don’t fi x themselves, IT 

Ops teams are constantly inundated with fi res to fi ght. As IT environments 

become larger and more complex, the challenges facing these teams 

magnify immensely.

This essential guide for IT leaders demonstrates four key monitoring 

insights that can help beleaguered teams solve incidents quickly, avoid 

outages, and get closer to the nirvana of a self-healing, lights-out data 

center through soft ware-defi ned IT operations.

4 Key Tactics 
to Building a Lights-Out Data Center

Proactive approach is not optional

Gett ing the most out of network monitoring data

Context is king

The need for new incident management strategies
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PROACTIVE APPROACH IS NOT OPTIONAL

increase in deploying 
capabilities for proactive 

approach since 2014

For many years, we have been seeing a signifi cant 
interest from organizations in having the ability to see 
the potential problems before users are impacted 
and act on them. However, we have also seen mixed 
results when it comes to executing on achieving this 
goal and investing in the right tools that can make 
organizations more successful in this area.

Going into 2018, we are seeing a signifi cant increase 
in the number of organizations that are realizing that 
a proactive approach is a critical part of successful 
IT operations strategies. Additionally, organizations 
are becoming more aware of specifi c technology 
capabilities that can enable this approach as well 
as the benefi ts that they can expect from being 
more proactive.

Reduced cost of IT staff  improved time 
to close trouble tickets

Proactive approach

Improvements in KPIs

All others

Improved IT service
availability

TPOs are more likely
to be deploying:

- Predictive analytics
- Contextual analytics

- Machine learning capabilities

Percent of performance 
issues that are 

proactively detected:

- 76% - TPOs
- 52% - All others

TPOs are managing 
84% more users 

per IT FTE 

TPO = Top-preforming organization | FTE = Full-time equivalent
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Of IT help desk 
tickets are not actionable

THE NEED FOR NEW INCIDENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

One of the areas of IT operations that has become 
“on top of the mind” for IT decision-makers going 
into 2018 is reducing noise created by events, alerts 
and metrics and instead use them to defi ne relevant 
incidents with actionable context. Organizations are 
starting to understand that managing this process by 
using legacy solutions is no longer humanly possible 
and increasingly expensive, so they are turning to 
innovative technologies to help them reduce risk, 
cost and complexity.

Organizations are also realizing that eff ective IT 
incident management goes beyond technology 
deployments and requires a strategic approach that 
captures an entire life cycle of dealing with this issue 
— from being more proactive and having centralized 
visibility to ongoing learning from previous incidents.

Reported that adding more IT staff  to address IT 
incident management is not an eff ective strategy

Increase in processed metrics, events and 
alerts over the last 12 months

79%

88% Increase in 
actionable tickets

Improved user
experience

Automation and context

Impact of automation and context on KPIs

Key att ributes of incident management
strategies for TPOs

All others

Reduced operational
cost

Contextual alerts

Optimizing path from 
notifi cation to resolution

Automated defi nition of an incident

Machine learning & algorithmic
correlation

Unifi ed approach

Life cycle approach

81%

74%

59%

49%

47%

38%

76%

22%

46%

26%

43%

17%
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Reported that their IT 
performance data is not 

actionable

CONTEXT IS KING

Historically, the value proposition of IT operations 
management has been mostly around monitoring 
capabilities and gaining bett er visibility to achieve 
performance improvements. That is no longer the 
case. Even though improving monitoring capabilities 
is still critical for IT operations strategies, the sole 
fact that organizations have more monitoring data on 
hand doesn’t necessarily translate to performance 
improvements.

With increasing IT complexity, more data can actually 
have a negative impact on the performance — unless 
this data is delivered in a context that is actionable 
and relevant. Capabilities that top-performing 
organizations (TPOs) are deploying should be used as 
a guideline for achieving this goal.

Minutes less spent for mean time to 
resolution (MTTR)  per incident as 
compared to all other organizations

TPO Performance

206
Anomaly 
detection

y���� y���� y���� y����

Ability to correlate IT
performance & business 

metrics

TPOs

Impact of automation and context on KPIs

All others

Turning metrics/events 
into contextual incidents

55%

18%

40%

16%

37%

11%

Amount of data collected Performance improvements TPOs
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looking to expand the use of 
network monitoring data to 

new use cases

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF NETWORK MONITORING DATA 

Traditionally, network monitoring, as a class of 
technology, was centered around the health of 
network devices, visibility into network traffi  c, and 
capabilities for troubleshooting and preventing 
performance issues. That lead to network monitoring 
capabilities becoming almost a commodity while 
most of the key challenges remained unsolved.

In 2018, organizations are looking to make bett er 
use of the richness of network monitoring data 
by applying strong analytics and automation 
capabilities, expanding the use of network 
performance monitoring (NPM) solutions to new, 
more business-centric use cases and focusing their 
NPM eff orts to support emerging technologies such 
as cloud and SD-WAN.

Reported that use of network monitoring 
data goes beyond network management 
job roles and IT operations departments28%

Key drivers for deploying network 
performance monitoring (NPM) in 2018

Enable network to support new 
technology deployments

Deploy advanced analytics & 
automation capabilities

Apply NPM capabilities for 
mananging security

Extracting network/wire data 
for business use

Reduce cost of deployment 
of NPM tools

73%

52%

46%

39%

36%

Managing 
network 

performance 
has become 

more complex 
in 2017

Monitoring 
business 

transactions on 
the network is 

becoming more 
important

The following is true for my organization...

Improving 
capabilites 

for analyzing 
network data is 
becoming critial

Network 
monitoring for 

cloud & virtualized 
environments 
became key 
requirement

46% 41% 42%

54%
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CONCLUSION

Through transforming incident management with greater context, 

proactive issue prevention, and greater focus on networking performance, 

IT operations departments can reverse the tide and retake control of their 

infrastructure environments. Leading IT Ops teams are already realizing 

the benefits.  

Discover how Zenoss, the leader in software-defined IT operations, helps 

organizations avoid blind spots in their infrastructures by gaining visibility 

and context around every meaningful event. 

Source: This e-book is an excerpt from the 2017 Digital Enterprise Journal 

(DEJ) research study that identified 17 key areas that had the strongest 

impact on IT operations in 2017 and are projected to be shaping this 

market in 2018 and beyond.
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ABOUT ZENOSS:

Zenoss works with the world’s largest organizations to ensure their IT services 

and applications are always on. Zenoss develops software as a service that 

builds comprehensive real-time models of hybrid IT environments, providing 

unparalleled holistic health and performance insights exactly where they 

are needed. As the leader in software-defined IT operations, we enable our 

customers to predict outages, dramatically reduce downtime, and redirect IT 

resources to projects that transform their businesses.

E www.zenoss.com

1-512-687-6854 (direct) | 1-888-936-6770 (toll-free)

www.linkedin.com/company/zenoss-inc-

twitter.com/zenoss

To learn more, visit our website at www.zenoss.com.

ZENOSS IS THE GLOBAL LEADER IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED IT OPERATIONS.


